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The MeiZu Miniplayer and SWFToMP3 are embedded media players that deliver a great variety of
multimedia, which can be streamed through internet, onto devices such as iPod, iPhone, iPad,

Samsung and so on. The SWFToMP3 is compatible with all devices that support the SWF format. It
can convert the SWF video into multiple portable audio formats including MP3, OGG, WAV, WMA, AAC
and AAC+, as well as AVI format videos and movies. KingConvert Movie Converter is a powerful yet
easy-to-use video and movie converter for Windows users. The program makes it simple to convert
between more than 50 video and audio formats, including MPEG, MP4, MOV, WMV, AVI, 3GP, FLV,
VOB, ASF, NSV, Matroska and more, as well as convert between video and audio files, crop video,

apply watermark to videos, merge multiple files into one and extract audio from video. KingConvert
Movie Converter supports an extensive range of video and audio settings: • Change the video quality
from the default to the highest level: Main profile, CX preset, 1_2 preset, 3_4 preset, 5_6 preset, 6_8
preset and 8_12 preset; • Convert video and audio files from various formats into MP4, WAV, MP3,
AVI, MOV, VOB, NSV, GSM, AAC, AAC+, AC3, FLAC, OGG, TPAC, AAC+, M4A, CAF, AMR, DPCM, APE,
LPCM, MP3, WMA, AC3, DRM, MACE, AIFF, ACID, SAT, CRI, AIFF, CAR, TTA, ATRAC3, AAC+ (HE-AAC,
HE-AACv2, HE-AAC+, HE-AACv3, AAC-PLUS, AAC-LD, SHN, FLAC, SPEEX, BINK, AIFF-LAW, GSM, MDL,

AMR-NB, AMR-WB, VORBIS, LPCM-WB, AMR-NB-WB, AMR-WB-NB, AMR-NB-MT, AMR-NB-MLT, AMR-WB-
MLT, AMR-WB+), MP3+
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Media converter can convert all kinds of video and audio formats into multiple video formats and
audio formats for you. You can convert any video formats you like like MP3, WMV, ASF, RM, FLV, etc.

and any audio formats like MP3, OGG, WMA, RA, etc. of your choice. You can use KingConvert to
convert videos and audio for yourself to play on the portable media player, mini DVD player or

portable MP4 player. Key Features: * Convert video and audio to AVI, SWF, 3GP, 3G2, MP3, OGG, RA,
AC3, AAC, WMA, WAV. * Convert videos to any portable media player. * Convert videos and audio to

MP4, MP3, WMA, WAV, OGG, RA, AC3, MP2, WMA, MP3, etc. * Convert videos to iPod, iPhone, PSP,
Zune. * Convert videos to Mini DVD or Blue-ray. * Convert videos to DVD, VCD, SVCD, M1V, M2V,

M2V, M2T, MTS, MKV, M2T, VOB, M2TS, etc. * Convert videos to mobile phone for any mobile phone
like Nokia, Sony Ericsson, Samsung, Blackberry and more. * Convert videos to 3GP, 3G2, MOV, MPG,
MPV, AVCHD, and any other portable media player compatible videos for playback. * Convert videos
to the format of mp3, wav, ogg, rar, tar, wma, asf, vob, mkv, avi, mpeg, flv, wmv, mpeg, mpg, ram

and more. * Convert videos to any mp3, wav, ogg, rar, tar, wma, asf, vob, mkv, avi, mpeg, flv, wmv,
mpeg, mpg, ram and more. * Convert audio to MP3, OGG, RA, AC3, AAC, WMA, WAV, MP2, WAV, RM,
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RAM, M1A, M1B, M1V, M2A, M2B, M2V, AIFF, AU, and other formats. * Convert audio to all portable
media player 3a67dffeec
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Thanks to KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter, you can convert any AVI video file to the
AVI video file format, which is supported by the MeiZu Miniplayer. How to encode a video file: This
software allows you to convert media files to the AVI format with only a couple of clicks. Select the
video file you want to convert into the best possible format, then adjust the encoding settings, which
will allow you to select the audio format, video resolution, bit rate, sample rate, etc. This software
does not include any additional features; it allows you to add subtitles to the video file after you
finish encoding it. KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter Interface: We are glad to see that
KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter has an extremely simple and clean-looking user
interface. This program does not have any unnecessary buttons or a lot of bells and whistles, so it
does not waste any system resources. Moreover, it has a friendly tooltip, which is a smart move
considering that some users are not familiar with the encoding process. KingConvert MeiZu
Miniplayer Video Converter does not have any other users or language options at the moment. There
is a document that can help you adjust the settings, but it is entirely unnecessary, because the
program does not require much user intervention. Another interesting thing to mention is that you
can add a video container to a file. That makes it easier to manage a single file, because you can put
a video into a playlist. KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter Support: KingConvert MeiZu
Miniplayer Video Converter supports an extremely wide range of video formats and codecs, which is
always a good thing. Moreover, this software is universal. It supports all AVI video files on any
Windows system and can convert them to the AVI video format. More features: You can add text
subtitles or an image watermark to the video file, specify the output folder, change the video quality
and more. For example, you can change the audio settings, like the volume, the audio channel, etc.
Take a look at the software’s interface: You can check the input and output formats that are
supported by KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter. Key features: The program allows you
to automatically remove unfinished encoding jobs from the queue. You can customize the process

What's New in the KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter?

KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter is a best video converter. you can convert almost all
video files to the AVI file, compatible with the MeiZu Miniplayer. Some video files have heavy video
files and need a large hard disk space to store them. You may need a solid-state disk (SSD) or an
external hard disk to store these files. This software supports you to convert the video files to a small
AVI, to save the huge disk space. Just do this is really useful. These files can be played by the MeiZu
Miniplayer, with high quality and smooth playback. The PC takes too much time to convert.
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System Requirements For KingConvert MeiZu Miniplayer Video Converter:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7 (32-bit), Windows Vista (32-bit), Windows XP
(32-bit) Processor: Intel® Core™ 2 Duo E8400, 3.2 GHz, 2 GB RAM Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
Nvidia GeForce GTX 550 Ti, DirectX 9-capable, 1 GB RAM DirectX: Version 9.0 Hard Drive: 4 GB
available space Video: 1280x720 pixels, 24-bit color, progressive scan, 8
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